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CONFIDENTiAL

10 December 1953

MEMORANDUM TO: Chief, DOB/SR

VIA	 Chief, SS/SR

SUBJECT	 : Project AEACRE

1. The Agency is enforcing current financial regulations
more strictly than ever before. The Agency is also writing more
administrative regulations approaching the normal government
standards. SR/BF has predicted these trends for two years and
has tried to prepare SR Division for tight budgets and strict
accountings.

2. Two recent pressures have hit the Division. Chief of
Administration, DD/P, has written Chief, SR, that projects should
be amended for PRC or other approvals on funds going behind the
Iron Curtain. .Operational write-offs for agents , accountings
are becoming more difficult. The Finance Division is stopping
advances of funds and certification on vouchers whenever projects
are lacking a required Administrative Plan. Reports have been
sent to DD/A which reflect adversely on the credit of SR Division.

3, Information in our staff indicates action is over-due on
project approval and Admin. Plan for Your project AEACRE. If you
ha g. better or later information. please br. ng your documentation
tok	 JorL,	 in 2510-J. If our

ormation is correct, we request that yo sUbmit necessary papers
to us within ten days for clearance to DD/P, PRC and DD/1, author-
ities. Chief, SR, is responsible for conduct Of operations and de-
pends on you and me to obtain prior authorization on projects.
This effort to clear the project record is for our mutual benefit in
execution of the SR mission.

Chief, SR/Administrative Staff

DU/lk


